It’s Neo-Hydro (Locking) /
Steps for use
These instructions are to be used as a reference guide only. Please refer to the full instructions for use prior to using this product.

Pack contents:

Step 5.

Step 6.

TROCAR STYLET

TROCAR CANNULA
10CM

DRAINAGE CATHETER

SPLIT STRAIGHTENER

WORKING LENGTH

Ensure the stylet tip is exposed beyond the catheter.

Unscrew the green luer lock hub and withdraw the stylet.

The catheter is now ready to be inserted.

Step 1.

Step 2.
Step 7.

Step 8.
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Place the pigtail straightening device over the pigtail.

Feed the cannula (blue hub) through catheter and ensure the
luer lock is secured.

Step 3.

Hold the catheter in place & unscrew the blue luer lock
Attach a luer lock syringe to the clear plastic hub and aspirate

cannula hub. Keep the metal cannula still & slowly advance

fluid.**

the catheter until you are satisfied with its position (arrow 1).
Now withdraw the metal cannula (arrow 2).

Step 4.
Step 9.

Remove the pigtail straightening device.*
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Step 10.

Remove the paper holder, advance the stylet and screw the
green hub to the cannula.

Pull back the blue horse shoe clip and wrap the safety string

Place the horse shoe clip over the white mould. Blue plastic

around the inset within the white mould.

handle can be detached from the horse shoe clip & discarded.

* Please Note: To reduce risk of needle stick injury the pigtail straightening device can be removed by sliding it to the base of the catheter &
peeling away. Dipping or wiping the Neo-Hydro in saline solution will activate the hydrophilic coating & facilitate smooth insertion.

Manufactured by

Additional information?

Distributed by UK Medical Ltd.

If you would like further assistance with
using our Neo-Hydro range, or need advice
on how to order, please call us on: 0114 268 8880.

** Please Note: If catheter placement is not correct at this stage the stylet can be re-introduced into the cannula and the system repositioned.
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